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It is known that a steam explosion can occur in a stratified geometry and that the observed yields are lower than in
the case of explosion in a premixture configuration. However, very few models are available to quantify the
amount of melt which can be involved and the pressure peak that can be developped. In the stratified application
of the MC3D code, mixing and fragmentation of the melt are explained by the growth of Kelvin Helmholtz insta-
bilities due to the shear flow of the two phase coolant above the melt.

Such a model is then used to recalculate the Frost-Ciccarelli tin-water experiment. Pressure peak, speed of propa-
gation, bubble shape and erosion height are well reproduced as well as the influence of the inertial constraint (hei-
ght of the water pool)
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1. INTRODUCTION

The contact between a hot liquid (called the fuel) and
a colder volatile liquid (called the coolant) can lead to
a violent explosion. This is the case, for example,
when a molten metal (steel, tin, aluminium...) is brou-
ght into contact with water. Contact between water
and a liquefied gas can also lead to the same phenom-
menon. This explosion comes from the vaporisation
during a short time of a large amount of volatile
liquid. The vaporisation is due to rapid heat transfer
from the hot liquid to the cold liquid and its rate is
enhanced by fine fragmentation of the hot liquid.
There are two distinct configurations which can lead
to a vapor explosion. The most usual one deals with
explosion propagating through a coarse mixture of the
two liquids. A very different picture consists of explo-
sions occuring in a stratified configuration.

In a stratified mode of contact, the cold liquid is loca-
ted above the hot one and the two liquids are initially
separated by a stable vapor film. No premixing exists
in this case. This initial situation can occur in a
variety of industries such as fondries, LNG transpor-
tation and in severe accidents in Nuclear Reactors.

A model has already been proposed by Brayer [1]. In
this model, the explosion propagation is due to a pres-
sure wave propagating through the medium. The frag-
mentation and mixing of the two liquids are controled
by the turbulence which is produced in the shear layer
following the film collapse. This shear layer results
from the different velocities appearing in the cold
upper liquid containing vapor bubbles escaping from
the film and in the hot lower one behind the shock
wave.

In his paper, Brayer [1] describe how these fragmen-
tation and turbulence laws have been implemented in
multicomponent thermal hydraulic code MC3D.
These calculations showed that the pressure wave was
not sustained enough when we tried to reproduce
experimental results obtained by Ciccarelli and Frost
[2], [3] using tin and water.

In our work, we try to improve this modeling by a bet-
ter description of the mixing-fragmentation sequence
following the pressure pulse.

Results of these new recalculations of the Ciccarelli
and Frost [2] experiments will be presented and dis-
cussed.

2. NEW MIXING - FRAGMENTATION DES-
CRIPTION

2.1 Analysis of the mixing initial model

From the calculations, Brayer [1] found that the pres-
sure wave was not sufficiently sustained to allow a
self explosion propagation. The conclusion of the
author is that the non propagation is due to the insuf-
ficient mixing between the two fluids. In [1] it is con-
sidered that the mixing between the two fluids occurs
in the turbulent shear layer growing just behind the
collapse point. This shear layer described by applying
the Brown and Roshko results [4] to the flow behind
the pressure wave (in the frame of the pressure wave)
as shown on the figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the mixing description in [1].
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But, in our case, the origin of the shear layer is
moving at the propagation velocity D, so the mixing
at a fixed point M does not correspond to the Brown
and Roshko [4] system which describes the mixing
for an established flow at a given position from the
origin (0% In our case, mixing at point M is induced
by the relative motion of the two fluids following the
pressure wave. It is always based on the shear resul-
ting of the pressure wave propagating, shear that leads
to the development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities.

2.2 Mechanism of entrainment

We have now to describe the growth of Kelvin-Hel-
mholtz instabilities and to see if it can lead to some
mixing and fragmentation between the melt and the
coolant. In particular, we will study if the growth of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities will lead to the
entrainment of the melt into the coolant by the pro-
cess of wave growth and stripping of drops.

According to Raynal [5], who studied the atomiza-
tion of a liquid jet by a gas flow, one of the essential
characteristics of the entrainment is the momentum

2 2

flux ratio per unit volume, Mn = p2U2/f)1U1.
Indeed, the author has shown that the larger this ratio
is, the more the light fluid is capable to transmit the
momentum to the heavy fluid and therefore to entrain
it in the form of waves. In this formulation, the velo-
cities in each fluid are absolute velocities. We carried
out the calculations for Ciccarelli et al's tin/water
experiments. We found that M n is in the order 6. As
a consequence, we can consider that the entrainment
process is operative in our system.
From there, it is possible that under the influence of
inertial forces, waves formed by instabilities have not
the time to return entirely but rather to fragment to
give filaments (figure 2). The question is therefore to
know what is the preponderant mechanism. The
answer is obtained by comparing the charateristic
time of large scale eddies ttls with the characteristic

time of wave breakup twb.

light fluid
I1:- r : up

Fig. 2. Sketch of the two mechanisms : breakup wave
or roll up ?.

To determine the breakup time, we consider two
modes of wave breakup (that normally refer to jet
breakup). The first one is Rayleigh breakup by
capillary instability. The fragmentation is due to the
growth of instabilities on the surface of the wave
induced by surface tension. The second is a mode of
shear breakup where the fragmentation results from
the growth of instabilities induced by the relative
motion between the wave and the external medium.
The characteristic time of Rayleigh breakup is equal
to:

(1)

taking into account that the diameter dw of the wave

which is said to be related to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
wave lenght by :

CJK (2)

Simple geometric consideration leads to 0 <CW < 0.5

and analysis of experiments like Hoyt and Taylor [6]

show that Cw = 0.1,0.2 (figure 3).

Fig. 3. Jet fragmentation in the case of water stream
with axial air flow (Hoyt and Taylor [6]).

The characteristic time of the shear breakup under
the effect of the external medium is given by (Ranger
et Nicholls [7]):

P2)
(3)
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Ur corresponding to the relative velocity between the

wave and the medium.

For secondary jets, it is known ([7], [8]) that Rayleigh
fragmentation occurs for t~tR while for shear

breakup fragmentation occurs for t - 4ts so, if

tR

— < 1, Rayleigh breakup is the most likely which is

the case for the tin-water experiments of Ciccarelli
tR

and al. for which we have —- = 0.15.

This result means that the Rayleigh breakup is the
most likely and we can consider now that:

lwb ~ (4)

The characteristic time of large scale turbulence is
usualy defined as the turnover time of an eddy, so:

(5)

The size / of the eddy can be associated to the mixing
layer width 8:

/ = 5 (6)

Brown et Roshko [4] have also measured the distance
separating two consecutive eddies and have obtained
an average wave length that is proportional to the
mixing layer width:

X = 38 (7)

Experiences (Hussain and Zedan [9] for example)
show that longitudinal velocity fluctuations «' in a
mixing layer are proportional to the velocity diffe-
rence between top and bottom fluids:

u' = cAU (8)

The constant c, determined experimentally, varies
between 0.16 and 0.18 and is independent of the den-
sity ratio. We will retain the value 0.17 to describe the
turbulent fluctuation rate in a mixing layer. We
deduce then the roll-up characteristic time of an
eddy:

t<h 0, 51 AC/ (9)

For tin/water, we found ttls/twb > 1. Thus, it seems

that in the case of the tin/water system we have not
truly the development of a mixing layer and a fully
developed turbulence but rather the development of
waves which are entrained and broken by the light
fluid. Our new model will be based on this entrain-
ment mechanism.

2.3 Description of the mixing - fragmentation
model

The model is based on the experimental observations
of Raynal which took high speed motion pictures of
the concurrent parallel flow of air and a liquid during
atomization. These pictures showed the formation of
filament by capillary recession in the extremity of the
wave followed by its detachement.

So, one supposes initially that the fuel (the heavy one)
and the coolant (the light one) are superposed and
separated by a vapour film. During the pressure rise,
the three fluids are going to be accelerated differently.
This leads to a relative motion between constituents.
This initiates Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities of wave
length XKH. We consider then an entrainment site on
each wave length (see figure 4).

Mixing zon

Fig. 4. Sketch of entrainment sites, erosion of the fuel
and mixing betwen fuel droplets and coolant.

On each entrainment site the process of droplet
entrainment is made of three phases (figure 5). The
firt one is the wave growth of heavy fluid penetrating
the light one, due to the action of pressure forces. We
have seen that these waves can possibly fragment by
capillary instability to give filaments. It is the primary
breakup. These filaments are then also submitted to
inertial forces and fragment into drops. It is the secon-
dary breakup.

wave

primary secondary
break up break up

• filament — • droplets

Fig. 5. Sketch of wave growth and droplet formation
processes on an entrainment site.

These droplets are then ejected in the coolant which
leads to the mixing between the fluids. Once started,
this process goes on periodically with the local instan-
taneous velocity difference and induce a progressive
erosion of the melt.
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3. INTRODUCTION OF THE MIXING-
FRAGMENTATION MODEL IN MC3D

3.1 Mathematical description of MC3D

As we have to deal with four components i.e. the stra-
tified fuel, the fragmented fuel, liquid and steam, we
will use the four field version of MC3D [10]. We have
then four continuity equations, four momentum
equations and three internal energy equations (the
continuous fuel being considered as isothermal). Each
field can exchange momentum and energy with the
other fields. In order to describe the continuous
aspect of the heavy fluid, and to limit the numerical
diffusion, the heavy fluid receives a particular proces-
sing via the utilization of a method of interface trac-
king method of "Volume of Fluid" (VOF). Thus, it is
possible to follow the interface. The fragmentation
(or erosion) of the continuous fuel into fuel droplets is
described by the previous mixing-fragmentation
model. Droplets to their turn can fragment by shear.
The model currently retained in MC3D is deduced of
Pilch [11] fragmentation laws.

Continuity, momentum and internal energy equations
need three terms that are the fragmentation mass
transfer rate Gfd from fuel to fragments, the ejection

velocity vd and diameter dd of the fuel droplets (used

to calculate drag coefficients and heat transfer coeffi-
cients). These three terms are now being specified.

3.2 Fragmentation rate, diameter and velocity of
fuel droplets on a entrainement site

The fragmentation rate m per unit of surface on a
entrainment site (figure 6) can be given by:

3O-12(p!

m frag (10)

with S the surface of the entrainment site,
S = XKHlf, m^the mass of a filament,

lid fl f

mf = p ;—^-i and N the number of filaments ejec-

ted per unit time, N = — (tw = time between two

successive fragmentations).
According to the result of capillary Rayleigh jet
breakup, the diameter of filaments df is said to be

equal to df~2dw, with the wave diameter dw pro-

portionnal to XKH, i.e. dw ~ CjkKH and 0 < Cw <

0.5.

The most dangerous wavelength XKH is given by the
classical linear stability theory of Kelvin-Helmholtz
in the inviscid case:

(11)

To estimate f , we assume that:

w _ fra§ (12)

where, T|r is the height of the wavelength before frag-

mentation while lw is the eroded length (see figure 6)

Our hypothesis is valid if all the wave is practically
eroded, that is consistent with the Hoyt and Taylor
experiments where the nozzle-surface erosion appears
on the water jet surface.

So, if we assume that tw is proportionnal to r| r, that

is to say lw = Ctr\r (with therefore C, = 1), we then

have:

K-Cttfrae (13)

W2
Fig. 6. Sketch of wave, filament and droplet.

In a mesh, knowing the most dangerous Kelvin-Hel-

mholtz wavelength KKH, we can calculate the num-

ber of entrainment site Ns and the fragmentation rate

Gjd per unit cell volum, i.e:

Gfd ± (14)

with A i the surface of the continuous fuel and Vm the

mesh volume.

If we assume that the size dj of a filament is of the

order of /„,, as tw is the time between two fragmen-

tations, we can write:

/„ df
(15)

As for the filament fragmentation into droplets, again
by Rayleigh breakup, we can write for the droplet size
and velocity:

dd~2df

(16)

(17)
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Notice, that taken under this form, the fragmentation
rate increases with the parameterCw,while it

decreases when Cl grows. All the incertainties on

the mixing-fragmentation mechanisms are contained
in these two parameters. From our analysis, best esti-
mate values for these parameters are Cw - 0.1 and

C,= 0.8.

3.3IKH calculation with MC3D

In order to calculate the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabili-
ties, we have to define properties of the medium
which exchange momentum with the heavy fuel. It
can be either steam or water or a mixing of both.

The procedure for the calculation is as follows. Sup-
pose the case depicted in the figure below (figure 7).

Consider a cell with a jet interface. We first calculates
mean properties between the cell 1 and the cell 2.
This is done as ( subscript i refers to coolant or
vapour):

a,. =

TJ, =

P, =

(18)

(19)

(20)

Fig. 7. Configuration used for the IKH calculation.

This averaging insures continuity at the voiding at the
cell. Doing this , we calculate the mean property over
a distance corresponding to a cell size which has to be
close to the steam film thickness. When there is only
a small amount of fuel in cell 1, the mean properties
correspond approximately to the cell 1 properties.
When the cell 1 is nearly full of fuel, the mean pro-
perties are nearly those of the cell 2.

Once this is done, we calculate XKHi (eq. 13) and

deduce Gfd (eq. 17), vd , dd (eq. 19) in relation to

each of the two materials as ambiant medium, i.e.
the vapour and the liquid. The final fragmentation rate
is selected according to the average volume fraction
of the ambiant media :

- case with high voidage (thick vapour film):

«v > V-thick ' W e h a v e Gfdv>
 Vdv '

 ddy<

- case of low voidage (thin vapour film):

«v < aMn - w e have Gfdc,
 vdc>

ddc>c d c d c

- intermediate voidage : <Xthin < ocv < ccthick :

linear interpolation between Gfd , v,, , dd and Gf,, ,
1 V V V J Cd , d

V V V

By default, we havearA(C/t =0.5 and athin =0.1.

4. COMPUTATION AND RESULTS

We have performed calculations with the MC3D code
in order to study the propagation of a pressure wave in
a stratified medium of tin overlaid by water and ini-
tially separated by a vapour film. The initial condition
have been chosen as close as possible from Ciccarelli
and al. experimental conditions. The domain is sur-
rounded by walls except at the top where we have a
free surface. To simulate the trigger, superheat is
applied in some meshes on the west side of the
domain. In Ciccarelli and al. experiments, the pres-
sure time history of the interaction is recorded using
four piezoelectric pressure transducers, located in
the water. For our calculation, we compare the pres-
sure at the same sites that those of experiences. The
degree of confinement is varied by changing the hei-
ght of the water layer above the molten tin layer

4.1 Calculation with maximum confinement

First, we have performed a calculation with a water
height of 12.7 cm above the channel base.

We can see (figure 8) that the calculation reproduces
well the self-sustained propagation of the interaction
along the length of the channel. But the average pro-
pagation speed in our case is more rapid (110 m/s
instead of 40-70 m/s in experimental case). We can
also see on this figure that the experimental and calcu-
lated pressure peak have same shape but with rise
time of the pressure pulse more rapid in the calcula-
tion (0.1 ms instead of 1 ms in experimental case).

time (ms) 2 4
time (ms)

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental transient
pressure field (left figure) and pressures
calculated (right figure) at the same locations
and water height of 12.7 cm.
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In figure 9, we can see propagation of the interaction
and the erosion of the fuel behind the propagation
front (of about 1.5 mm, while that estimated by Cic-
carelli is 1.8 mm). The wake region behind the pro-
pagation front has an overall wedge shape with an
angle of about 7.5 deg. ( aproximately 10 deg for the
experience). We can also see the droplets ejected from
the fuel interface and thus inducing the growth of the
mixing between the two fluids.

Calculations also show that the water velocity is close
to the velocity measured from Ciccarelli and al. high

speed movies (about 6 ms ).

time: .OOOE+00 time: 5.034E-04 fa: 1.010! time: 1.51SE-03

time: 2.020E-03 6me:2.526E-03 time:3.0306-03 time: 3.531 E-03

Fig. 9. Rate of presence of each constituents in
function of time (black: fuel, gray: coolant,
white: vapour and black points: fuel droplets).

4.2 Calculation with a smaller confinement

We have performed a calculation with a water height
of 5.1 cm. We found, as in the experimental case, that
there is no sustained propagation of the interaction
(figure 10). This is consistent with the fact that with a
higher confinement, the two liquids are in contact for
a longer period.

time (ms)
2 4

time (ms)

Fig. 10. Comparison between experimental pressures
(left figure) and calculated pressures (right
figure) with water height of 5.1 cm.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new simple mixing-fragmenta-
tion model for the case of the propagation of a FCI in
a stratified geometry based on the growth of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities induced by the relative motion

of the fluids behind the pressure wave. This model
uses two parameters to describe the mixing-fragmen-
tation process; Cw which characterizes the diameter
of the wave produced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz insta-
bilities at the time of breakup and the second C,

which characterizes the size of the detached filament.
With best estimate value of these parameters, based
on a physical analysis, we are able to reproduce
reasonably the experimental results of Ciccarelli and
Frost for a tin-water system.
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